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you JrJtE w1fJrr you s:;ry 
Robin Lakoff 

Do vou believe rhar women speak dijferenrlv from men? Robin Lakofj. Associa_te Profe_ss~r of 
Lin,guistics ar rhe University of California at Berkeley. I~ ~bserved cultural bzases_bwlt mro the 
language rhar women speak which would sug~est that r~zs is so. Ho_wever, these b~es are . 
differenr from the sexist usage explored by Swift and Mzller. Lak:°_ff zs concerned wzrh a parncular 
style of "female" expression. a style thar women have been condzn:oned ro adopt. 77te results, 
argues the au.rhor, are inevirably demeaning for women - talk daznty-calk or rz.sk the consequences 
of being labeled "unfeminine." 

"Women's language" is that pleasant (dainty?), euphemistic never-aggressive way of talking 
we learned as little girls. Cultural bias was built into the language we were allo~ed to speak. the 
subject we were allowed to speak about. and the ways we were spoken of. Having_ Iea:11ed ~ur 
linguistic lesson well, we go out in the world. only to discover that we are commumcat1ve cnpples-
damned if we do, and damned if we don't. 

If we refuse to talk "like a lady," we are ridiculed and criticized for being unfeminine. ("She 
thinks like a man" is, at best. a left-handed compliment) If we do learn all the fuzzy-headed. 
unassertive language of our sex. we are ridiculed for being unable to think clearly. unable to take 
part in a serious discussion. and therefore unfit to hold a position of power. 

It doesn't take much of this for a woman to begin feeling she deserves such treatment 
because of inadequacies in her own intellieence and education. · 

"Women's language" shows up in all levels of English. For example. women are 
encouraged and allowed to make far more precise discriminations in naming colors than men do. 
Words like "mauve", "beige". "ecru", "aquamarine". "lavender". and so on. are unremarkable in a 
woman's active vocabulary, but largely absent from that of most men. I know of no evidence 
suggesting that women actually se~ a wider range of colors than men do. It is simply that fine 
discriminations of this sort are relevant to women's vocabularies. but not to men's~ to men. who 
control most of the interesting affairs of the world, such distinctions are trivial-irrelevant 

In the area of synta."t. we find similar gender-related peculiarities of speech. There is one 
construction. in particular, that women use conversationally far more_ than men: the tag question. A 
tag is midway between an outright statement and a yes-no question; it is less assertive than the 
former. but more confident than the latter. 

A flat statement indicates confidence in the speaker's knowledge and is fairly certain to be 
believed; a question indicates a lack of knowledge on some point and implies that the gap in the 
speaker's knowledge can and will be remedied by an answer. For ellm.ple. if, at a Little League 
game, I have had my glasses off. I can legitimately ask someone else: "Was the player out at third?" 
A tag question; being intermediate between statement and question. is used when the speaker is 
stating a claim. but lacks full confidence in the truth of that claim. So if I say. "ls Joan here?" I will 
probably not be surprised if my respondent answers "no•~ but if I say, "Joan is here. isn't she?" 
m~tead. chances are I am already biased in fa,;or of a positive answer, wanting only confirmation. I 
still ~ant a respo1:15e, bun have enough knowledge (or think l haYe) to predict that response. A tag 
question. then. m.tght be thought of as a statement that doesn't demand to J:>e believed by anyone but 
the speaker, a way of giving leeway, of not forcing the addressee to go along with the views of the 
speaker. · 

A~other common use of the tag question is in small talk when the speaker is trying to elicit 
conversation: "Sure is hot here, isn't it?" 

.· But in discussing per::onal feelings or opinions. only the speaker normally has any way of 
know mg the correct answer. Sentences such as "I have a headache. don't I?" are clearly ridiculous. 
But there are other examples where it is the speaker's opinions. rather than perceptions. for which 
corroboration ts sought, as in ''The situation in Southeast Asia is terrible. isn't it?" 



. . . . f teoce like this. one 
While there are, of course. othe~ possible mtery,re~uons.o sen., . ,. _ but is reluctant to 

possibility is that the speaker has a pan1cular answer m rrund - yes or no 
state it baldly. 

. . . . h. b . n in conversation. Why This sort of tag question 1s much more apt to be used by women t an me . 
. h. h ·> . . 
is t is t {h~a:~ question allows a speaker to avoid corrurutment. and thereby avoid con;lict v,;i~l the 
addressee. The problem is that, by SO doing. speakers may also giYe the imp_re~1on ot n~t re y 
being sure of themselves. or looking to the addressee for confirmation of their views: This . . 
uncertainty is reinforced in more subliminal wa.,·s. too. There is a peculiar sentence-1ntonauon . 
patter. used almost exclusively by women. as fai- as I know. which changes a dedarati~e answer mto 
a question. The effect of using the rising inflection typical of a yes-no question is to imply that the 
speaker is seeking confirmation. even though the speaker is clearly the only one who has the 
requisite inf onnation. which is why the question was put to her in the first place: 

(Q) When will dinner be ready? 
(A) Oh ... around six o'clock. .. ? 

_ It is as though the second speaker were saying. 'Six o'clock-if that's okay with yo~ if you 
~gree." The person bein_g addressed is put in the position of having to provide confirmauon. One 
hkely consequence of this sort of speech pattern in a woman is that, often unbeknownst to herself, 
the speaker builds a reputation of tentativeness, and others will ref rain from taking her serjously or 
trusting her with any real responsibilities. since she "can't make up her mind.• and "isn't sure of 
herself." · 

Such idiosyncrasies may explain why women's language sounds much inore "polite" than 
men's. It is polite to leave a decision open. not impose your mind, or views. or claims, on any?ne 
else. So a tag question is a kind of polite statement. in that it does not force agreement or belief on 
the addressee. In the same way a request is a polite command. in that it does not force obedience on 
the addressee. but rather suggests something be done as a favor to the speaker. A clearly stated 
order implies a threat of cenain consequences if it is not followed. and-even more impolite-implies 
that the speaker is in a superior position and able to enforce the order. By couching wishes in the 
form of a request. on the other hand. a speaker implies that if the request is not carried out. only the 
speaker will suffer. noncompliance cannot harm the addressee. So the decision is really left up to 
the addressee. The distinction becomes clear in these examples: · 

Close the door. 
Please dose the door. 
Will you close the door? 
Will you please close the door? 
Won:t you close the door? 

In the same ways as words and speech panerns used by women undermine her image. those 
used to describe women make maners even worse. Often a word may be used of both men and 
women (and.perhaps of things as "--ell); but when it is applied to women. it assumes a special 
meaning that. by implication racher than outright assenion. js derogatory to women as a group. 

The use of euphemisms has this effect. A euphemism is a substitute for a word that has 
acquired a bad connotation by association with something unpleasant or embarrassing. But almost 
as soon as the new word comes into common usaee, it takes on the same old bad connotations. 
since fe~lings about the things or people referred to are not altered by a change of name~ thus new 
euphemisms must be const:lritlv found. 

There is one euphemism for woman still very much alive. The word. of course is lady. 
Lady has a masculine counterpart. namely gentleman. occasionally shonened to gent. But for some 
reason lady is very much commoner than gent(lernan). 
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the detision to use lady rather than woman. or vice versa. may considerably alter the sense 1;,,, 3 / 
of a sentence, as the following e:<amples show: 

(a) A woman (lady) I kno\v is a dean at Berkeley. 
(b) A woman (lady) I know makes amazing things out of shoelaces 

and old bo~es. 

The use of "lady" in (a) imparts a frivolous. or nonserious. tone to the sentence: the maner 
under discussion is not one of great moment. Similarly, in (b), using "lady" here would suggest 
that the speaker considered the "amazing things" not to be serious art. but merely a hobby or an 
aberration. If "woman" is used. she might be a serious sculptor. To say "lady doctor" is very 
condescending. since no one ever savs "2entieman doctor" or even "man doctor". For example, 
mention in the San Francisco Chronicle 'or Januarv 31. 1972. of Madelyn Murray O'Hair as the 
lady atheist reduces her position to that of scatterbrained eccentric. Even woman atheist is scarcely 
defensible: se:< is irrelevant to her philosophical position. 

Many women argue that, on the other hand. ''lady" carries with it overtones recalling the age 
of chivalry: conferring e:talted stature on the person so referred to. This makes the term seem polite 
at first, but we must also remember that these implications are perilous: they suggest that a "lady" is 
helpless, and cannot do things by herself. 

"Lady" can also be used to infer frivolousness. as in titles of organiz.ations. Th~ that have 
a serious purpose (not merely that of enabling "the ladies" to spend time with one another) cannot 
use the word lady in their titles. but less serious ones may. Compare the Ladies' Auxiliary of a 
men's group. or the Thursday Evening Ladies' Browning and Garden Society with Ladies• 
Liberation or Ladies• Strike for Peace. 

What is curious about this split is that lady is in origin a euphemism - a substitute that puts 
a better face on something people find uncomfortable-for woman. What kind of euphemism is it 
that subtly denigrates the people to whom it refers? Perhaps lady functions as a euphemism for 
woman because it does not contain the sexual implications present in woman: it is not 
"embarrassing" in that way. If this is so. we may expect that. in the future, lady will replace woman 
as the primary word for the human female. since woman will have become too blatantly sexual. 
That this distinction is already made in some contexts at least is shown in the following examples, 
where you can try replacing woman with lady: 

(a) She's only twelve. but she's already a woman. 
(b) After ten years in jail. Harry wanted to find a woman. 
(c) She's my woman, see, so don't mess around with her. 

Another common substitute for "woman" is "girl". One seldom hears a man past the age of 
adolescence ret'erred to as a boy, save in expressions like "going out with the boys," which are 
meant to suggest an air of adolescent fmolity and irresponsibility. But women of all ages are 
"girls": one can have a man-not a boy-Fnd:iy. but only a girl-never a woman or even a lady-Friday: 
women have girlfriends,~but men do nut-in J. nonse:rnal sense-have boyfriends. It may be that this 
use of girl is euphemistic in the same -.\:iy ,he use of lady is: in stressing the idea of immatUrity. it 
removes the se:-cual connotations lurk.mg m woman. Girls orings to mind irresponsibility: you don't 
send a girl to do a woman's errand ! or e\ en. for that matter, a boy's errand). She is a person who is 
both too immature and too far 1 rom rc:.tl life to be entrusted with responsibilities or with decisions 
of any serious or important :,;!, u re 

Now let's take a pair of 1,~rJ-; \\ htch. in tenns of the possible relationships in an earlier 
society. were simple male-fo:-:~.:ic cul.:i'• J.lc:-:ts. analogous to bull: cow. Suppose we find that, for 
independent reasons. societ~ r._!, ch;)J1gcJ m such a way that the original meanings now are 
irrelevant. Yet the words hJ "'-' r.c•t been Jtsc:irded. but have acquired new meanings. metaphorically 
related to their original sen,12s 8 ut supp0se these new metaphorical uses are no longer parallel to 



~-rJct1~ 
each other. By seeing where the parallelism breaks down. we discover something about _the 
different roles played by men and women in this culture. One good e:,.ample of such a divergence I 
through time is found in the pair. master: mistress. Once used with reference to one's power over 
servants. these words have become unusable tad.av in their ori£i.nal master-servant sense as the 
relationsUhip has beedco~ehless prevalent in our soci'ety. But the-words are ~till common. who has 

nless su wit reference to animals "master" now oenerallv relers to a man 
acquired consummate abiiitv in some field. n~nnailv nonsexu~. But.its feminine counterpart 
cannot be used this way. It is practicallv restricted to its sexual sense of "paramour." We start o~t 
with two tenns. but roughly paraphrasable as "one who has power over another." But the masculme l 
form. on~e one person is no longer able to have absolute power over another. beco'?es u~able . 
metaphoncally m the sense of "having power over something." Master requires as its ob3ect ?nly by 
the n~e of some activity, something inanimate and abstract. But mistress requires a mascuhne !iii 
noun m the possessive to precede it. One cannot say; "Rhonda is a mistress." One must be I 
someone's mistress. A man is defined by what he does. a woman by her sexuality, that is, in tenns 
of one panicular aspect of her relationship to men. It is one thing to be an old master like Hans 

1
-

Holbein. and another to be an old mistress. 
. The same is true of the words "spinster" and "bachelor" - gender words for "one who is not 

mamed." The resemblance ends with the definition. While bachelor is a neuter term. often used as 
a compliment. spinster normally is used pejoratively, with connotations of prissiness. fussiness. andl ., .. 
so ~n. To be a bachelor implies that one has the choice of marrying or not. and this is what makes 
the idea of a bachelor existence attractive. in the popular literature. He has been pursued aild has · 
successfully eluded his pursuers. But a spinster is one wbo has not been pursued. or at least not t 
seriously. She is old. unwanted goods. The metaphorical connotations of bachelor generally ti 
suggest sexual freedom~ of spinster. puritanism or celibacy. 

These examples could be multiplied. It is generally considered a faux pas. in society, to 
congratulate a woman on her engagement. while it is correct to congrarulate her fiance. Why is -, 
this? The reasons seems to be that it is impolite to remind people of things that may be 
uncomfortable to them. To congratulate a woman on her engagement is really to say, "Thank 
goodness! You had a close call!" for the man. on the other hand, there was no such danger. His I 
choosing to marry is viewed as a good thing, but not something essential. 

The linguistic double standard holds through the life of the relationship. After marriage, 
bachelor and spinster become man and wife. not man and woman. The woman whose husband dies 
remains "John's widow;" John. however. is never "Mar)"s widower." I 

Finallv whv is it that salesclerks and others are so quick to call warner customers "dear," 
"honey." and ~~her ·terms of endearment they really have no business using? r. male customer 
would never put up with it But women. like children. are supposed to enjoy these endearments. I 
rather than bein2 offended bv them. 

In more~·ays that on~. it's time to speak up. 
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--e~~ p,,~~ 1 The a th h · ·d · · 1 · H (f/4. --. u or says t at cena.m 1 10syncr.is1es exp am why women's Jan2:uage sounds more polite 
than men's. What does she mean? -

2. What does Lakoff mean by the phrase "linguistic double s~nda.rd" (paragraph 25)? 

3. Lakoff argues that euphemisms for "woman" are derogatory. Do vou J.irree? How is the use of 
"lady" demeaning? Why is "lady doctor" condescending? · -

4. Why do women use "tag questions" far more than men do? What are the dangers of us ing 
them? 

Rhetorical Considerations 

l. What is the tone of this essav? How does La.koff address the reader? What does she assume 
about the reader? · 

2. Writers often use overstatement for the sake of persuasion. Can you find any 
examples of overstatement in the opening paragraphs? Do you think it is rhetoric or fact 
that women go out into the world only to discover that they are "communicative cripples"? 

3. Make a brief outline of Lakoffs arguments. Are any less justified than others? Do anr lack 
convincing documentation? 

4. In the middle of her articles. Lakoff discusses the euphemism "lady.• How thorough is her 
analysis of the connotations of the term? Is it convincing? 


